The purpose of this paper is to provide a detailed analysis of the use of multiple generalized Morse wavelets for polarization analysis of multi-component recordings where phase relationships between components of the signal can be transient. Special attention will be given to the case of three components. The use of complex and analytic wavelets enables detection of coherent motion with elliptical polarization because of sensitivity to phase shifts among components. We adopt a singular-valuedecomposition approach. The principal polarization is given by the rst eigenvector of the multiple-wavelet multivariate scalogram at scale a and time b. Having described in detail a deterministic signal plus random noise model for the recorded data, we show that for (a; b) in a domain « , we can approximate the phase between components of the original multi-component signal via the estimated phase of the components of the rst right-singular vector; detailed results on the accuracy of the approximation are given. The exact form of the domain « , which depends on the transient nature of the phase relationship, is described.
Introduction
Polarization analysis aids in identifying and analysing waves present in multi-component signals. Recently, interest has focused on using complex-valued wavelet methods in polarization studies. In a solid-Earth geophysical context, Lilly & Park (1995) introduced the idea of studying elliptical polarization (where there is a phase lag between components) by forming multiple complex-valued wavelets from contiguous odd and even real-valued Slepian wavelets, leading to multiple-wavelet time-varying polarization analysis for seismic records. Various aspects of their methodology have been used in practice (e.g. Bear & Pavlis 1997; Zanandrea et al . 2000) . In a solar physics context, Lucek & Balogh (1998) used a single Morlet wavelet (a well-known complex-valued wavelet) to look for polarized waves in the interplanetary magnetic eld observed by the Ulysses satellite upstream of a shock in the interplanetary medium.
The use of multiple orthogonal wavelets, instead of a single wavelet, enables use of an averaging scheme over the orthogonal wavelets to reduce variance. Such an approach has proven very advantageous in the eld of spectrum analysis of stationary stochastic or noisy signals where Thomson (1982) proposed the use of multiple orthogonal data tapers, each giving rise to a di¬erent spectrum estimate; these spectrum estimates are then averaged, and the resulting estimate is more interpretable due to the reduced variance. For estimation of the scalogram (modulus-squared of continuous wavelet transform) of stochastic or noisy non-stationary signals, the same approach can be used|several orthogonal wavelets may be used to create a set of different scalograms, which are averaged together to produce a low-variance scalogram estimate. Such scalograms will be the key ingredient in wavelet-based polarization analysis.
The orthogonality of the above multiple functions follows because they arise as the eigenfunctions of a localization operator. All localization operators are associated with a domain D in the time{frequency plane ((t; f ) 2 R 2 ) over which we are trying to maximally concentrate the signal.
A classical set of multiple orthogonal functions, the prolate spheroidal wave functions, are the eigenfunctions associated with the operator which truncates a signal in time, and then in frequency, the domain in time{frequency space being a rectangle centred at time-zero frequency-zero. In discrete time the resulting orthogonal sequences are often known as Slepian sequences and arise from maximizing the energy of a nite-length discrete-time signal in a frequency band of width 2f w , jf j 6 f w . Lilly & Park (1995) looked at the problem of maximizing the energy of a nite-length discrete-time signal in a frequency band jf ¡ f c j 6 f w about centre frequency §f c . This is similar to the constraint leading to Slepian sequences, except, importantly, the frequency band is centred on §f c rather than zero. Let us denote the resulting kth eigenvector (ordered by corresponding eigenvalue) by Á k (f c ). Lilly & Park (1995) ingeniously constructed arti cial complex-valued Slepian pseudo-wavelets from these real eigenvectors usingÁ as the order-k complex Slepian pseudo-wavelet for k = 0; 1; 2; : : : up to some wellde ned limit. These multiple complex pseudo-wavelets may be used for wavelet analysis at frequency f c . Note they are de ned discretely and may be applied using a discrete convolution as set out in Lilly & Park (1995) . To treat time and frequency simultaneously, Daubechies (1988) and Daubechies & Paul (1988) introduced new localization operators which can be used in the time{ frequency plane. They provided solutions for two special cases: when the domain consists of an ellipse the resulting orthogonal eigenfunctions are scaled versions of the Hermite functions, and when the domain consists of a`Morse region' (de ned later in equation (2.1)) the orthogonal eigenfunctions obtained are known as the complex-valued generalized Morse wavelets (further developed in detail in Olhede & Walden (2002a) ).
Instead of using the multiple complex Slepian pseudo-wavelets for polarization analysis, we use here the multiple generalized complex Morse wavelets. In x 2 we give the important properties of these wavelets. In x 3 we discuss the construction of the multiple-wavelet multivariate scalogramŜ at scale a and time b. Its eigenvalues and eigenvectors are examined in x 4; the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue provides the polarization vector. A model for the observed multi-component data in terms of a deterministic signal of general form plus isotropic noise is given detailed consideration in x 5. The accuracy of estimation of polarization phase from polarization vector components is treated in x 6. Importantly, it is shown that for (a; b) in a fully described domain « we can approximate the transient phase between components of the original multi-component signal via the estimated polarization phase. The superiority of the Morse wavelets over the Slepian pseudo-wavelets for phase determination is also demonstrated. Detailed technical results are set out in the appendices, including a careful treatment of approximation orders.
The generalized Morse wavelets
In this section we brie®y summarize relevant results given in Olhede & Walden (2002a) , and also we provide some additional information where appropriate.
(a) Domain for Morse concentration operator
For the Morse wavelets we start with a concentration operator P D C; ;® , dependent on three parameters C, and ® . The domain D ² D C; ;® of the time{frequency plane over which the operator P D C; ;® can be characterized is given by
(2.1) where
where ¡ (¢) denotes the Gamma function and r = (2 + 1)=® . The region D C; ;® consists of two parts symmetrically placed about the f = 0 line. The area of the domain, jD C; ;® j, is given explicitly in Olhede & Walden (2002a) . The energy concentration corresponding to the kth-order generalized Morse eigenfunction is given by the square of the kth eigenvalue of the concentration operator; it depends on the area, jD C; ;® j, of the domain in the time{frequency plane. A key nding in Olhede & Walden (2002a) is that if ® > 1 high-energy concentrations can be obtained, exceeding that of the Hermite eigenfunctions, which are themselves considered to have good time{frequency concentration (e.g. Vakman 1967; C ¹ akrak & Loughlin 2001 ). An example of this good time{frequency concentration is shown in gure 1. Figure 1a shows the eigenvalues of the operator for orders k = 0; : : : ; 4 and areas jD C; ;® j, of 100 (dashed) and 250 (solid) with = 8, ® = 3 and C determined by the stated area; the corresponding domains D C; ;® of the operators for the two cases are shown in gure 1b.
For f > 0 the minimum, f . , and maximum, f / , frequency bounds of D C; ;® must occur at t = 0 and are given by
To nd the minimum, t . , and maximum, t / , time bounds of D C; ;® we di¬erentiate the domain boundary function speci ed by (2.1) with respect to frequency and setting to zero gives the positive frequency which may be substituted in (2.1) to give
The frequency and time extremes are illustrated in gure 1.
(b) The generalized Morse wavelets
The kth eigenvalue of the concentration operator has multiplicity two with associated Hermitian eigenfunctions Á + k; ;® (t), an analytic wavelet, and Á ¡ k; ;® (t), an anti-analytic wavelet, both of norm unity. By analytic we mean that the imaginary part of Á + k; ;® (t) is the Hilbert transform of the real part; Á ¡ k; ;® (t) is the complex conjugate of Á + k; ;® (t). (Details on computation of Á + k; ;® (t) may be found in Olhede & Walden (2002a) ). The Fourier transforms of these functions, ª + k; ;® (f ) and ª ¡ k; ;® (f ), are real valued on the positive and negative frequency axes, respectively, and zero elsewhere. They are given by (Daubechies & Paul 1988, p. 679) :
for f > 0, and zero otherwise, and
for f < 0, and zero otherwise. Here c = r ¡ 1 and A k; ;® = p º ® 2 r ¡ (k + 1)=¡ (k + r), and L c k (¢) denotes the generalized Laguerre polynomial: The kth-order complex and analytic generalized Morse wavelet (eigenfunction) can be written in terms of two real Morse wavelets, one even, Á (e) k; ;® (t), and one odd, Á
3)
The even and odd wavelets are shown for k = 0; : : : ; 4 in gure 2a for = 8, ® = 3; their corresponding Fourier transforms ª + k; ;® (f ) are shown in gure 2b. Figure 1 indicated that for = 8, ® = 3 the rst ve generalized Morse eigenfunctions are almost perfectly concentrated within the domain of area 250 (the squared eigenvalues are almost exactly one). Hence the corresponding time extrema t . and t / and frequency extrema f . and f / marked on gure 1 ought to provide relevant bounds for all ve Morse eigenfunctions; the dotted lines in gure 2 show these extrema, and indeed they provide simultaneous bounds for all the rst ve eigenfunctions (with f / seeming extremely conservative).
Multiple-wavelet multivariate scalogram (a) Vector-valued continuous wavelet transform
Let X(t) = [X 1 (t); : : : ; X p (t)]
T denote the real p-vector-valued continuous-time timeseries consisting of a deterministic signal, x(t), plus random noise,´(t). Using the kth-order generalized Morse analytic wavelet Á + k (t) (shorthand for Á + k; ;® (t) for some choice of and ® ), we can de ne the column vector W C k (a; b; X; Á + ) to be the vectorvalued version of the continuous wavelet transform (CWT):
for 0 < a 6 1, ¡ 1 6 b 6 1, where
So the Fourier transform of the bracketed convolution is given by X (f )ª + k (af ), where X (f ) is the vector Fourier transform of X(t), and ª
We can write W C k (a; b; X; Á + ) in terms of the inverse Fourier transform:
) Continuous wavelet transform via inverse discrete Fourier transform
Suppose we sample the series with a ne enough sample interval ¢t to avoid aliasing (i.e. X (f ) = 0 for jf j > 1= (2¢t)) and use the shorthand X t ² X(t¢t), t = 0; : : : ; N ¡ 1, and let a = a 0 ¢t > 0 and b = b 0 ¢t. Take N to be even. Then since ª
where
X t e ¡i2º tl=N ; l = 0; : : : ; N ¡ 1; the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of fX t g, so we obtain a discretized form of the CWT which can be written in either of two equivalent forms: The discrete form W k (a; b; X; Á + ) in (3.5) is an e¯cient formula for computation as it is a multiple of the inverse DFT of fX l ª + k;l (a 0 ); l = 0; : : : ; N ¡ 1g and can be calculated using the inverse fast Fourier transform. The form W k (a; b; X; Á + ) in (3.4) is somewhat more convenient for theoretical considerations. Hereafter, where use of the analytic wavelet Á + k is clearly understood, we shall use the briefer form W k (a; b; X).
(c) Scalograms and energy concentration
Having now de ned the CWT, we can at this point examine how the Morse wavelets concentrate signal in time and scale. Here we only use the scalar version of the CWT (p = 1) and consider analysis of the deterministic noise-free real-valued signal x(t) = Á (e) 0;8;3 (t), i.e. the even part of the zeroth-order Morse wavelet (see (2.3)). Figure 3 shows the scalograms jW 0 (a; b; x)j 2 and jW 1 (a; b; x)j 2 (using Morse wavelets with = 8, ® = 3) illustrating the energy concentration of the signal for the wavelets of orders zero and one. Because of the necessary orthogonality of the wavelets (eigenfunctions), there is for the rst-order scalogram a`hole' at the point where the zerothorder scalogram shows highest energy concentration; the higher order also leads to more-dissipated energy concentration. An analogous pattern extends to higher orders.
(d ) Multiple-wavelet scalogram
Using the vector fX t g we can de ne a multiple-wavelet (time-varying) scalogram estimate as the p £ p matrix
where the superscript`H' represents the Hermitian transpose. In order to look at polarization as a function of time via parameter b and scale via parameter a we need to look for energy concentration in linear combinations of the CWTs of the vector components of the signal. As in Park et al . (1987) and Lilly & Park (1995) we do this using the singular-value-decomposition method. we have a noisy system, we expect r M = min(K; p). Additionally, in what follows, we take min(K; p) = p so that r M = p.
Multiple-wavelet polarization
For notational simplicity let us here drop explicit dependence on (a; b; X). The singular-value decomposition of M gives M = U ¥V H (e.g. Strang 1988, p. 443 ). The columns fu l g of the K £ K unitary matrix U are eigenvectors of M M H , the columns fv l g of the p £ p unitary matrix V are eigenvectors of M H M , and the r M = p singular values f¹ l g on the diagonal of the diagonal K £ p matrix ¥ are given by ¥ = 2 6 6 6 4 ¹ 1 . . .
are the square roots of the non-zero eigenvalues of both M M H and M H M . In other words,
) j = 1; : : : ; p; and
(4.2) With the singular values ranked in decreasing order of magnitude we have ¹ i = ¹ j , i = j, i 6 r M , and ¹ i = 0, i > r M , and
ThenŜ(a; b; X) in (3.7) can be written in the matrix formŜ = M H M . The rotation of M by V gives (with r M = p) M V = U ¥ = [¹ 1 u 1 ; : : : ; ¹ p u p ]. If ¹ 1 ¾ ¹ 2 ; : : : ; ¹ p , nearly all the energy is explained by motion along a single element of the rotated basis set, and the components of v 1 (often called the rst right-singular vector of M ) are direction cosines of this motion (relative to the components of the acquisition instruments). So the polarization vector is the eigenvector v 1 corresponding to the largest singular value ¹ 1 (Park et al . 1987) and gives the direction of motion at scale/time (a; b) which contains the largest fraction of energy. Now from (4.2) f¹ 2 l ; l = 1; : : : ; pg, and fv l ; l = 1; : : : ; pg are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of M H M ; since the trace of a square matrix is the sum of its eigenvalues we get
l , a sort of`preservation of energy' condition. Lilly & Park (1995) concentrate attention on the normalized singular values
gives the proportion of energy explained by the polarization direction v l .
(b) Complex wavelets and phase of polarization components
If real wavelets were to be used in the above development, then the principal polarization v 1 would be real valued and represent only rectilinear motion. In order to detect coherent motion with elliptical polarization, complex-valued wavelets are required, in order to have sensitivity to phase shifts among components. As we have noted, Lilly & Park (1995) introduced the approximately analytic multiple Slepian pseudo-wavelets, while here we concentrate on the exactly analytic multiple Morse wavelets; these classes are compared in x 6 c. Now
Puttingẑ = v 1 to emphasize the stochastic nature of this vector through X, and writing the lth element (W k ) l of W k as W k;l , and similarly forẑ, and reintroducing the dependence on (a; b; X) for clarity, we obtain
(4.3) where· lm (a; b) is the phase di¬erence between components l and m ofẑ(a; b).
The statistical structure using Morse wavelets (a) Basics
Let X t = x t +´t, where fx t g is a deterministic signal and f´tg is a real-valued p-component multivariate Gaussian white noise with mean vector Ef´tg = ¹ and covariance matrix covf´t;´ug = ¼ 2 ² I p¯t;u =¢t, where Ef¢g denotes expectation, I p denotes a p-dimensional identity matrix, and¯t ;u denotes the Kronecker delta function; this covariance matrix implies that all three components have the same noise variance (isotropic) and the noise is uncorrelated between components.
We now give the resulting statistical structure of W k (a; b;´). A result that is made use of is that Using (3.4) the vector mean of the CWT of the noise f´tg is given by
since the wavelets are designed to integrate to zero. Hence the (vector) mean of the CWT of the noise is always zero, whatever Ef´tg = ¹ is.
(c) Covariance
Approximation of this sum by an integral gives
as long as a=(2¢t) exceeds f 0 , the frequency such that ª + K¡1 (f ) º 0 for f > f 0 (thè cut-o¬ ' frequency of each wavelet in the frequency domain increases with order k; see gure 2, where we could take f 0 considerably less than the conservative bound f / ).
Hence, since EfW k (a; b;´)g = 0, we have (up to the discrete/continuous approximation error) covfW j (a; b;´); W k (a; b;´)g = ¼ 2 ² I p¯j;k . In deriving the full suite of properties of these complex random variables, it is also important to evaluate EfW j (a; b;´)W T k (a; b;´)g. This is sometimes called the relation matrix and is needed in Appendix B. It is shown in (A 2) of Appendix A that EfW j (a; b;´)W T k (a; b;´)g = 0 for all j, k, which characterizes second-order circularity. The proof makes use of the fact that the Morse wavelets are supported on positive frequencies only.
(d ) Real and imaginary parts
with the imaginary part de ned analogously. Now EfW k (a; b;´)g = 0, so the real and imaginary parts both have mean zero. The covariance of the real and imaginary parts then reduces to EfRefW j (a; b;´)g ImfW T k (a; b;´)gg, which takes the form
because the sum of cosine/sine products is just a phase-shifted version of a wellknown zero identity, while the sum of cosines equals N cos(2º lb 0 =N )¯l ;0 and the sum of sines equals N sin(2º mb 0 =N )¯m ;0 = 0. Since the real and imaginary parts are uncorrelated and multivariate Gaussian, they are independent. The fact that EfW j (a; b;´)W T j (a; b;´)g = 0 implies that for each component (which we know has mean zero) the variance of the real part minus the variance of the imaginary part equals zero. Hence, the real and imaginary parts of the lth component W k;l (a; b;´) have the same semi-variance, where`d=' denotes`equal in distribution', 0 n denotes an n-vector of zeros, and N C n (¹; §) denotes an n vector-valued complex multivariate Gaussian with mean ¹ and covariance matrix §.W satis es (e.g. Brillinger 1981, p. 89 
and
results which were shown in xx 5 b; c. This distribution follows since the f´tg are jointly Gaussian and thus the linear combinations RefW 0 g, ImfW 0 g, RefW 1 g, ImfW 1 g, : : : , RefW K¡1 g and ImfW K ¡1 g are jointly Gaussian and, additionally using x 5 d, 2 6 6 6 6 6 4
RefW 0 g ImfW 0 g . . .
where N n (¹; §) denotes an n vector-valued real multivariate Gaussian distribution with mean ¹ and covariance matrix §; then (5.5) de nesW (Brillinger 1981, p. 89) , as stated.
Note that the fW k;l ; k = 0; : : : ; K ¡ 1; l = 1; : : : ; pg, the components ofW are independent. Also, of course RefW g and ImfW g are independent.
6. The phase of polarization components (a) Phase uncertainty From (4.3) we know that
Dropping explicit dependence on (a; b; X) temporarily, let z l = z l +¯z l andẑ m = z m +¯z m ; l 6 = m 2 f1; : : : ; pg;
where z l = Efẑ l g and z m = Efẑ m g. Equivalently, Ef¯z l g = 0 = Ef¯z m g. In terms of real and complex components, let
and z m = c 3 + ic 4 ; z l =¯u 1 + i¯u 2 and¯z m =¯u 3 + i¯u 4 :
First-order truncation of a Taylor series expansion (assuming k±zk < 1) gives· lm = · lm +¯· lm , where 
Since Ef¯z l g = 0 = Ef¯z m g we have Ef¯· lm g = 0, and so varf¯· lm g = Ef¯· 2 lm g. With a 1 , b 1 , a 2 , b 2 real-valued constants, we can write
Let us look at the variance of the real and imaginary parts of Z. We note rstly that Ef±zg = 0. From (6.2), let¯z l =¯u 1 + i¯u 2 and¯z m =¯u 3 + i¯u 4 . Then from (B 15) of Appendix B, by putting l = m = 1, we have, to O(¼ 3 ² ), Ef±z±z T g = 0, which implies that Ef¯z l¯zm g = 0 for all l; m 2 f1; : : : ; pg, and, consequently, considering the cases l 6 = m and l = m, Hence,
For three-component data (p = 3) this takes the form (see (B 14) in Appendix B)
where ± 1 , ± 2 and ± 3 are the eigenvalues, in decreasing magnitude, of the noise-free scalogram
and º 2 and º 3 are the corresponding second and third eigenvectors.
The expression (6.3) represents a modi ed form of eqn (A4) of Park et al. (1987) ; the latter contains denominator terms a¬ected by observational error.
Since here the rst eigenvector relates to`signal' and the latter two to`noise' and ¶ 1 ¾ ¶ 2 ; ¶ 3 with ¶ 2 ; ¶ 3 º 0, we have from (B 27) of Appendix B that an estimator for the covariance is given bŷ
where ¶ 1 , ¶ 2 and ¶ 3 are the eigenvalues of the noisy scalogram,
in decreasing magnitude, and v 2 and v 3 are the corresponding second and third eigenvectors. From (6.3) we thus obtain an estimator for varf¯· lm (a; b)g given by
whereV ml is given by (6.4), andẑ l = (v 1 ) l , the lth component of the principal polarization vector.
(b) Relationship of polarization phase to time-series phase
Any signal can be written as a sum of an analytic and an anti-analytic signal (e.g. Poletti 1997) . Let x(t) be a real-valued scalar deterministic signal, zero outside the possibly in nite interval [t 0 ; t 1 ]. We consider it to be a component of x(t). Then we can write x(t) as
where x + (t) = x(t) + iHfx(t)g is the analytic signal, and x ¡ (t) the anti-analytic signal. If we let F f¢g denote the Fourier transform, so that X (f ) = Ffx(t)g, then correspondence in the frequency domain is given by
(6.6) where sgn(f ) = 1 if f > 0, sgn(f ) = 0 if f = 0, and sgn(f ) = ¡ 1 if f < 0. The analytic and anti-analytic signals are complex conjugates of each other. With x § (t) = R(t)e §i'(t) , where R(t) and '(t) are time-varying amplitude and phase functions,
. Then, from the de nition of the continuous wavelet transform (3.1),
But from (3.3), (6.6) and (6.7),
since x ¡ (t) is anti-analytic. Hence, using (6.7), inverse Fourier transformation gives
Then, using (3.2),
so that a comparison with (6.8) and (6.9) reveals that
Now assume that Á ¡ (t) = 0 for all t outside [t m in ; t m ax ]; note that t m in < 0 and t m ax > 0; with reference to gure 2 we could take t m in º t . and t m ax º t / . Then, for a > 0, the compact support of Á ¡ (t) combined with a translation by b and scaling by a means that
; if t 0 6 t 6 t 1 ; 0; otherwise; (6.11)
where R 0 (t) = hR(t) for some real positive constant h, i.e. y(t) is a phase-shifted version of rescaled x(t). Moreover, since this phase relationship holds only for t 0 6 t 6 t 1 , it equates to a transient phase relationship. Then
where t L = maxft 0 ; b + at m in g and t U = minft 1 ; b + at m ax g (re®ecting the nite supports of y(t) and
But from (6.10), the second integral is in fact zero, so that
So W C (a; b; y; Á + ) / e i W C (a; b; x; Á + ) for « = f(a; b); a > 0 : t L < t U g, i.e. a Morse wavelet can retrieve a phase shift . So if we let x m (t) = x(t) and x l (t) = y(t) be two components of a three-component deterministic signal x, then, using the kth-order generalized Morse wavelet Á + k (t), we get W k;l (a; b) / e i W k;m (a; b), for (a; b) in « (ignoring any error in moving from the continuous wavelet transform W C to its discretized form, W ). Note that if several phase-shifted components were present in the signal, then due to the linearity of the wavelet transform we would recover the phase shift at that component which had large magnitude at the relevant (a; b) point we were looking at. We then nd (6.12) for (a; b) in « . With reference to x 5 a note that since Ef¯· lm g = 0, and varf¯· lm g / ¼ 2 ² , it follows that when ¼ 2 ² = 0, we have· lm = · lm , and since in this case X = x, we also have (via a comparison of (4.3) and (6.12))· lm = lm ; hence · lm = lm , as expected. Thus· lm = lm +¯· lm , for (a; b) in « , i.e. we can approximate the phase lm via· lm (up to integer multiples of 2º ), with the accuracy of the approximation depending on the noise level, manifested through¯· lm .
The domain « will consist of four subdomains:
; a > 0 : b + at m in > t 0 and b + at m ax 6 t 1 g; « 2 = f(a; b); a > 0 : b + at m in 6 t 0 and b + at m ax > t 0 and b + at m ax 6 t 1 g; « 3 = f(a; b); a > 0 : b + at m in > t 0 and b + at m in 6 t 1 and b + at m ax > t 1 g; « 4 = f(a; b); a > 0 : b + at m in 6 t 0 and b + at m ax > t 1 g:
These subdomains are illustrated in gure 4 for a nite interval of the time axis; « is given by the total grey area, which is of the form of a wedge which widens with increasing scale a > 0.
(c) Morse wavelets versus Slepian pseudo-wavelets
At this point we can usefully compare the performance of Morse wavelets and Slepian pseudo-wavelets for phase recovery. We consider the case of two sinusoids x t and y t localized at f = 0:07 and shifted from one another by º =2. Hence we wish to estimate the phase shift of º =2. For illustration purposes we compare the rst four wavelets of each class.
For the Slepian pseudo-waveletsÁ
k (f c ), k = 0; : : : ; 3, de ned in (1.1) we followed an example in Lilly & Park (1995) f w = 0:035. The resulting wavelet transform of x t using the kth pseudo-wavelet is here denoted W k (f c ; t; x;Á (S ) ). For k = 0; : : : ; 3 the phase shift was estimated aŝ
For the Morse wavelets we used Á + k; ;® (t), k = 0; : : : ; 3, with = 8, ® = 3. We make the usual identi cation (e.g. Mallat 1998, p. 82 ) between scale and frequency, a = f 2 . The Wigner distribution has its maximum at frequency f 1 , and the scalogram will have its maximum at a scale a = f
With = 8, ® = 3 we obtain f Figure 5a shows the phase estimates (of º =2) for the rst four Morse wavelets. Figure 5b shows the phase estimates for the rst four Slepian pseudo-wavelets| the zeroth-and second-order Slepian pseudo-wavelets do a reasonable job of phase estimation, but show clear oscillatory behaviour; the rst-and third-order wavelets produce wildly oscillating results. In all cases the Morse wavelets perform better. The Morse wavelets are exactly analytic, while the Slepian pseudo-wavelets are only approximately analytic. The modulus squared of the Fourier transform of the Slepian pseudo-wavelets is shown in gure 5c. The negative frequency contributions result from the wavelets being only approximately analytic and are clearly very costly in terms of the phase-estimation performance.
Summary
We have demonstrated that multiple generalized Morse wavelets have the necessary properties for the extraction of transient phase information from multiple-component recordings. The exact analyticity of these wavelets gives them an advantage over the approximately analytic Slepian pseudo-wavelets. A detailed statistical-analysis framework has been provided, including a careful study of approximation errors. Examples of the highly successful application of the methodology presented here to one synthetic and two real three-component recordings are given in part II (Olhede & Walden 2002b Appendix A.
(a) Wavelet transform joint expectations
Here we compute EfW j (a; b;´)W H k (a; b;´)g; this is given by
So, denoting this expectation more simply by EfW j W H k g, we get
i.e.
Then, using (5.1),
Then, letting n = ¡ m,
The matricesŜ(X), S (0) , S (1) and S (2) are each complex Hermitian and hence have linear elementary divisors so that there exist p eigenvectors (with corresponding real eigenvalues) spanning C p (Wilkinson 1965, pp. 26, 42) . Further, the Hermitian property guarantees that the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of these matrices may be expanded in convergent power series (Kato 1966, pp. 120, 121) .
Let f¹ 2 l g and f· v l g be the lth eigenvalue and unstandardized eigenvector ofŜ(X).
We are really interested in the eigenvectors of S (0) (involving the error-free data):
Let us expand the eigenvector · v l in a convergent power series:
where v (0) l = º l , the corresponding eigenvector of S (0) . We shall take º l to be a unit-norm eigenvector, so that hº l ; º l i = 1. Then for the eigenvector · v l , We can also expand the eigenvalues ¶ l in convergent power series,
where ¶ (0) l = ± l , the corresponding eigenvalue of S (0) . We do not consider the possibility that noise has changed the order of the eigenvalues. As pointed out in Park & Chave (1984, p. 687) this is likely to be a problem only where the di¬erence between two eigenvalues of S (0) is comparable with the noise variance.
Then (B 1), (B 2), (B 4) and (B 6) give In a similar way we nd that Similarly we obtain covf±v l ; ±v
(B 15)
We note that (B 15) gives a zero covariance between ±v l and ±v ¤ m when l = m. The rst terms on the right of (B 14) and (B 15) agree with Park & Chave (1984, eqns (2.18 ) and (2.19)), although their results arose in a quite di¬erent context.
(b) Zero eigenvalues and estimation of noise variance
Here we derive an estimate of ¼ 2 ² using the idea that some of the small but nonzero eigenvalues of the noisy matrixŜ(X) correspond to identically zero eigenvalues of the noise-free matrix S (0) . Our approach is based on that of Backus et al. (1981, pp. 422{426) . We again aim for a clear but precise formulation. (Some steps di¬er completely in methodology.) The rst term on the right-hand side of (B 26) agrees with the result in Backus et al. (1981, p. 427) .
Although we expect all the eigenvalues f ¶ l = ¹ 
l º l ; and since P (0) º l = º l we get
l º l ; which, withS
